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H. G. Wells was the grandfather of SF, and novels such as
THE TIME MACHINE and WAR OF THE WORLDS defined
the genre.Following Gollancz's previous omnibus, this second
collection contains more of H.G. Wells' best-loved works, and
is perfect for collectors and aficionados of great SF. IN THE
DAYS OF THE COMET, MEN LIKE GODS, THE SLEEPER
AWAKES and THE WAR IN THE AIR are defining works.
This beautiful edition is illustrated by Les Edwards.
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what
to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing
bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack.
Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the
invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on
Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across
England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth
will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one
of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G.
Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in
book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English
literature.
No home library is complete without the classics! H. G. Wells
is a keepsake collection of the author's greatest work to be
read and treasured. He was the first to popularize the concept
of time travel. He disturbed--and fascinated--us with a
frightening doctor’s island. He wrote of an invisible man, of
men on the moon, and of a war of the worlds. He has
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H. G. Wells is one of the most acclaimed science fiction
writers who ever lived, and five of his classic tales are
collected in this book for readers to treasure. H. G. Wells
includes The Time Machine, The Island of Dr Moreau, The
Invisble Man, The War of the Worlds, The First Men in the
Moon, and The Food of the Gods. Readers new to this
remarkable author will delight in these amazing stories, while
fans of Wells will enjoy the insightful introduction by an expert
on the author’s life and work. All will appreciate the leather
cover, gilded edges, printed endpapers, ribbon bookmark,
and other features on this unique gift book. No library is
complete without the works of H. G. Wells, the father of
science fiction!
The 7 best short stories collection presents a special
selection of works by noteworthy writers. This edition features
the English writer H. G. Wells. Wells was prolific in many
genres, writing dozens of novels, short stories, and works of
social commentary, satire, biography, and autobiography, and
even including two books on war games. He is now best
remembered for his science fiction novels and is often called
a "father of science fiction". This book contains the following
writings: The Time Machine. A Dream Of Armageddon. The
Crystal Egg. The Man Who Could Work Miracles. The
Flowering of the Strange Orchid. The Sea Riders. The Apple.
If you appreciate good literature, be sure to check out the
other Tacet Books titles!
The History of Mr. Polly is a 1910 comic novel by H. G.
Wells.The protagonist of The History of Mr. Polly is an
antihero inspired by H. G. Wells's early experiences in the
drapery trade: Alfred Polly, born circa 1870, a timid and
directionless young man living in Edwardian England, who
despite his own bumbling achieves contented serenity with
little help from those around him. Mr. Polly's most striking
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characteristic
is his
"innate
sense
epithet",
which leads
to coin hilarious expressions like "the Shoveacious Cult" for
"sunny young men of an abounding and elbowing energy"
and "dejected angelosity" for the ornaments of Canterbury
Cathedral.
After learning of atomic physics, H. G. Wells began to think of
its potential impact on human society. In The World Set Free,
atomic energy causes massive unemployment, shaking the
already fragile social order. The ambitious powers of the
world decide to seize the opportunity to compete for
dominance, and a world war breaks out, echoing the looming
Great War about to ignite in 1914. Waking to the catastrophe,
humanity begins the hard search for a way into a better
future. The novel traces a soldier, an ex-king, a despot, and a
sage through a profound transformation of human society,
and we gain a window into Wells’ own thoughts and hopes
along the way. With one prophetic stroke, Wells gives the first
detailed depiction of atomic energy and its potential
destructive power, and predicts the use of the air power in
modern warfare. He may have even directly influenced the
development of nuclear weapons, as the physicist Leó
Szilárd, shortly after reading the novel in 1932, then
conceived of harnessing the neutron chain reaction critical to
the development of the atom bomb. This book is part of the
Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain
ebooks.
Contents:The Time MachineWar of the WorldsThe Time
Traveller (for so it will be convenient to speak of him) was
expounding a recondite matter to us. His grey eyes shone
and twinkled, and his usually pale face was flushed and
animated. The fire burned brightly, and the soft radiance of
the incandescent lights in the lilies of silver caught the
bubbles that flashed and passed in our glasses. Our chairs,
being his patents, embraced and caressed us rather than
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afterdinner atmosphere when thought roams gracefully free of the
trammels of precision. And he put it to us in this way—marking
the points with a lean forefinger—as we sat and lazily admired
his earnestness over this new paradox (as we thought it) and
his fecundity.

This biography focuses on the literary figure's
enormously active public career and his intellectual
and creative achievements, reveals how this classic
womanizer remained consistently attractive to
feminists, and examines his relationship with pivotal
fi
Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully
created volume of "The Greatest Short Stories of H.
G. Wells: 70+ Titles in One Edition". This ebook has
been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
Contents: The Chronic Argonauts; In The Modern
Vein (A Bardlet's Romance); The Triumphs Of A
Taxidermist ; The Stolen Bacillus; The Hammerpond
Park Burglary; The Jilting Of Jane; The Diamond
Maker; The Flowering Of The Strange Orchid; In The
Avu Observatory; Through A Window (At A Window);
The Treasure In The Forest; The Lord Of The
Dynamos; Aepyornis Island; A Deal In Ostriches;
The Flying Man; The Temptation Of Harringay; The
Moth (A Moth — Genus Novo); The Remarkable
Case Of Davidson's Eyes; A Catastrophe; Le Mari
Terrible; Pollock And The Porroh Man; The
Obliterated Man (ThePage
Sad
Story Of A Dramatic
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Critic); The Cone; The Argonauts Of The Air; The
Bulla (The Reconciliation); A Slip Under The
Microscope; Under The Knife (A Slip Under The
Knife)... Herbert George Wells (21 September 1866
– 13 August 1946), usually referred to as H. G.
Wells, was an English writer. He was prolific in many
genres, writing dozens of novels, short stories, and
works of social commentary, satire, biography, and
autobiography, including even a book on war games.
'No one would have believed, in the last years of the
nineteenth century, that this world was being
watched keenly and closely by intelligences greater
than man's' Exploring the primordial nightmares that
lurk within humanity's dreams of progress and
technology, H. G. Wells was a science fiction
pioneer. This new omnibus edition brings together
four of his hugely original and influential sciencefiction novels - The Time Machine, The Island of
Doctor Moreau, The Invisible Man and The War of
the Worlds - with his most unsettling and strange
short stories. Containing monstrous experiments,
terrifying journeys, alien occupiers and grotesque
creatures, these visionary tales discomfit and
disturb, and retain the power to trouble our sense of
who we are. With an introduction by Matthew
Beaumont
Herbert George Wells was perhaps best known as
the author of such classic works of science fiction as
The Time Machine and War of the Worlds. But it was
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in his short stories, written when he was a young
man embarking on a literary career, that he first
explored the enormous potential of the scientific
discoveries of the day He described his stories as "a
miscellany of inventions," yet his enthusiasm for
science was tempered by an awareness of its
horrifying destructive powers and the threat it could
pose to the human race. A consummate storyteller,
he made fantastic creatures and machines entirely
believable, and by placing ordinary men and women
in extraordinary situations, he explored, with humor,
what it means to be alive in a century of rapid
scientific progress. At the dawn of a new millennium,
Wells' singular vision is more compelling than ever
When Dr Philip Raven, an intellectual working for the
League of Nations, dies in 1930 he leaves behind a
powerful legacy - an unpublished 'dream book'.
Inspired by visions he has experienced for many
years, it appears to be a book written far into the
future: a history of humanity from the date of his
death up to 2105. The Shape of Things to Come
provides this 'history of the future', an account that
was in some ways remarkably prescient - predicting
climatic disaster and sweeping cultural changes,
including a Second World War, the rise of chemical
warfare, and political instabilities in the Middle East.
Complete text of The Invisible Man plus 17 short
stories, including "The Crystal Egg," "Aepyornis
Island," "The Strange Orchid," "The Man Who Could
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Work Miracles," and "A Dream of Armageddon."
H.G. Wells, the author, has been called the father of
science fiction. ‘The Time Machine’ is one of his
most notable science fictions. It’s a Time Traveller’s
journey into the future. He explains that there are
really four limensions, three of which we call the
three planes of the Space, and a fourth, Time. Also,
there is no difference between Time and any of the
three dimensions of Space except that our
consciousness moves along it. The book narrates
how the Time Traveller plans for a machine to travel
through time and disappear. Comparison between
the present time and future time. Like as, the air is
free from gnats, the earth from weeds or fungi;
everwhere were fruits and sweet and delightful
flowers; brilliant butterflies fly hither and thither. The
ideal of preventive medicine is attained. Diseases
are stamped out. No contagious diseases. Even
social triumphs too is effected. Like as, the mankind
is housed in splendid shelters, gloriously clothed,
and as yet are not engaged in toil. No signs of
struggle, neither social nor economical. The
population is also ceased to increase. No one can
predict anything about the future Time. This book
seems very interesting, in this way. Solves many
queries raised by the various characters in the book
with the Time Traveller. The author has written his
best to enthrall the readers. Many future films and
Television Series are made on “The Time Machine”,
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which has in turn inspired to write new books on the
topic of “The Time Machine”.
The hero of the novel, Mr. Barnstaple, is a depressive
journalist working for the newspaper "The Liberal." At the
beginning of the story, Barnstaple, as well as a few other
Englishmen, are accidentally transported to the parallel
world of Utopia. Utopia is like an advanced Earth,
although it had been quite similar to Earth in the past in a
period known to Utopians as the "Days of Confusion."
Utopia is a utopian world: it has a utopian world
government, advanced science, and even pathogens
have been eliminated and predators are almost tamed.
--wikipedia.com.
"A sequel to the H.G. Wells classic THE WAR OF THE
WORLDS, brilliantly realized by award-winning SF
author and Wells expert Stephen Baxter It has been 14
years since the Martians invaded England. The world
has moved on, always watching the skies but content
that we know how to defeat the Martian menace.
Machinery looted from the abandoned capsules and warmachines has led to technological leaps forward. The
Martians are vulnerable to earth germs. The Army is
prepared. So when the signs of launches on Mars are
seen, there seems little reason to worry. Unless you
listen to one man, Walter Jenkins, the narrator of Wells'
book. He is sure that the Martians have learned,
adapted, understood their defeat. He is right. Thrust into
the chaos of a new invasion, a journalist - sister-in-law to
Walter Jenkins - must survive, escape and report on the
war. The Massacre of Mankind has begun"-This volume contains the two last works by HG Wells.
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Nearing the
endThe
of his
life, increasingly
over
the war, Wells deals with death and apocalypse,
mortality and religion, and with “human insufficiency.”
Mind at the End of its Tether “One approaches it with
awe. You come across references to it everywhere: Colin
Wilson, Priestly, Koestler. It seems to have been a
wounding work; something no one could agree with, but
something that couldn’t be taken lightly.”—Art Beck “In
the face of our universal inadequacy . . . man must go
steeply up or down and the odds seem to be all in favor
of his going down and out. If he goes up, then so great is
the adaptation demanded of him that he must cease to
be a man. Ordinary man is at the end of his tether.”—HG
Wells The Happy Turning Wells’ barbed fantasies about
the afterlife take the forms of “happy” dream walks. In
one he converses with Jesus: But being crucified upon
the irreparable things that one has done, realizing that
one has failed, that you have let yourself down and your
poor silly disciples down and mankind down, that the
God in you has deserted you—that was the ultimate
torment. Even on the cross I remember shouting out
something about it.” “Eli. Eli, lama sabachthani?” I said.
“Did someone get that down?” he replied. “Don’t you
read the Gospels?” “Good God, No!” he said. “How can
I? I was crucified before all that.”
A riveting novel about the remarkable life—and many
loves—of author H. G. Wells H. G. Wells, author of The
Time Machine and War of the Worlds, was one of the
twentieth century's most prophetic and creative writers, a
man who immersed himself in socialist politics and free
love, whose meteoric rise to fame brought him into
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theThe
mostIsland
important
literary, intellectual,
and
political figures of his time, but who in later years felt
increasingly ignored and disillusioned in his own utopian
visions. Novelist and critic David Lodge has taken the
compelling true story of Wells's life and transformed it
into a witty and deeply moving narrative about a
fascinating yet flawed man. Wells had sexual relations
with innumerable women in his lifetime, but in 1944, as
he finds himself dying, he returns to the memories of a
select group of wives and mistresses, including the
brilliant young student Amber Reeves and the gifted
writer Rebecca West. As he reviews his professional,
political, and romantic successes and failures, it is
through his memories of these women that he comes to
understand himself. Eloquent, sexy, and tender, the
novel is an artfully composed portrait of Wells's
astonishing life, with vivid glimpses of its turbulent
historical background, by one of England's most
respected and popular writers.
Gathered together in one hardcover volume: three
timeless novels from the founding father of science
fiction. The first great novel to imagine time travel, The
Time Machine (1895) follows its scientist narrator on an
incredible journey that takes him finally to Earth’s last
moments—and perhaps his own. The scientist who
discovers how to transform himself in The Invisible Man
(1897) will also discover, too late, that he has become
unmoored from society and from his own sanity. The
War of the Worlds (1898)—the seminal masterpiece of
alien invasion adapted by Orson Welles for his notorious
1938 radio drama, and subsequently by several
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devastate Earth and feed on their human victims while
their voracious vegetation, the red weed, spreads over
the ruined planet. Here are three classic science fiction
novels that, more than a century after their original
publication, show no sign of losing their grip on readers’
imaginations.
One confidential evening, not three months ago, Lionel
Wallace told me this story of the Door in the Wall. And at
the time I thought that so far as he was concerned it was
a true story. He told it me with such a direct simplicity of
conviction that I could not do otherwise than believe in
him. But in the morning, in my own flat, I woke to a
different atmosphere, and as I lay in bed and recalled the
things he had told me, stripped of the glamour of his
earnest slow voice, denuded of the focussed shaded
table light, the shadowy atmosphere that wrapped about
him and the pleasant bright things, the dessert and
glasses and napery of the dinner we had shared, making
them for the time a bright little world quite cut off from
every-day realities, I saw it all as frankly incredible. "He
was mystifying!" I said, and then: "How well he did it!. . . .
. It isn't quite the thing I should have expected him, of all
people, to do well." Afterwards, as I sat up in bed and
sipped my morning tea, I found myself trying to account
for the flavour of reality that perplexed me in his
impossible reminiscences, by supposing they did in
some way suggest, present, convey—I hardly know which
word to use—experiences it was otherwise impossible to
tell. Well, I don't resort to that explanation now. I have
got over my intervening doubts. I believe now, as I
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very best of his ability strip the truth of his secret for me.
But whether he himself saw, or only thought he saw,
whether he himself was the possessor of an inestimable
privilege, or the victim of a fantastic dream, I cannot
pretend to guess. Even the facts of his death, which
ended my doubts forever, throw no light on that. That
much the reader must judge for himself....
This carefully edited collection has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted
for readability on all devices. Herbert George Wells
(1866-1946), known as H. G. Wells, was a prolific
English writer in many genres, including the novel,
history, politics, and social commentary, and textbooks
and rules for war games. His most notable science fiction
works include The Time Machine, The Island of Doctor
Moreau, The Invisible Man, and The War of the Worlds.
Table of Contents: The Time Machine The War of The
Worlds The Island of Doctor Moreau The Invisible Man
The First Men in the Moon When the Sleeper Wakes The
Shape of Things to Come The Food of the Gods In the
Days of the Comet A Modern Utopia The War in the Air
The Chronic Argonauts In the Abyss The Star The
Crystal Egg
H. G. Wells: Best Novels (The Time Machine, The War
of the Worlds, The Invisible Man, The Island of Doctor
Moreau, etc)Flip
In this collection you will find : Novels -The Time
Machine -The War of the Worlds -The Invisible Man -The
Island of Doctor Moreau -The Sleeper Awakes -A
Modern Utopia -The Wheels of Chance -The First Men in
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the Moon Man
-The Food
of the Gods
and How
It Came
to
Earth -In the Days of the Comet -Ann Veronica Short
Stories -Tales of Space and Time -The Red Room -The
Diamond Maker -Æpyornis Island -The Chronic
Argonauts -The Flowering of the Strange Orchid -The
Remarkable Case of Davidson's Eyes -The History of Mr
Polly The World Set Free +++ H. G. Wells - Biography
I drew a breath, set my teeth, gripped the starting lever
with both hands, and went off with a thud. The time
traveler is on his way to a different world-his world
800,000 years in the future. He returns and recounts his
journey to his friends at a dinner party.
"Tomalin’s The Young H.G. Wells is hard to beat, being
friendly, astute and a pleasure to read.” —Michael Dirda,
Washington Post “Claire Tomalin’s short, engaging
biography The Young H.G. Wells is a welcome addition
to the conversation. . . Her book makes a strong case for
Wells’s enduring importance.”—Heller McAlpin, The Wall
Street Journal From acclaimed literary biographer Claire
Tomalin, a complex and fascinating exploration of the
early life of the influential writer and public figure H. G.
Wells How did the first forty years of H. G. Wells's life
shape the father of science fiction? From his
impoverished childhood in a working-class English family
and determination to educate himself at any cost to his
complicated marriages, love affair with socialism, and the
serious ill health that dominated his twenties and thirties,
H. G. Wells's extraordinary early life would set him on a
path to become one of the world's most influential
writers. The sudden success of The Time Machine and
The War of the Worlds transformed his life and
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writer who most inspired Orwell and countless others
and predicted men walking on the moon seventy years
before it happened. In this remarkable, empathetic
biography, Claire Tomalin paints a fascinating portrait of
a man like no other, driven by curiosity and desiring
reform, a socialist and a futurist whose new and
imaginative worlds continue to inspire today.
Humans battle evil aliens to save Earth and its people
from certain doom when the Martians land in England.
The is the first volume of H.G. Wells' popular and
groundbreaking general outline of history. This edition is
presented with high resolution illustrations.
When penniless businessman Mr Bedford retreats to the
Kent coast to write a play, he meets by chance the
brilliant Dr Cavor, an absent-minded scientist on the
brink of developing a material that blocks gravity. Cavor
soon succeeds in his experiments, only to tell a stunned
Bedford the invention makes possible one of the oldest
dreams of humanity: a journey to the moon. With
Bedford motivated by money, and Cavor by the desire
for knowledge, the two embark on the expedition. But
neither are prepared for what they find - a world of
freezing nights, boiling days and sinister alien life, on
which they may be trapped forever.

A beautifully designed edition of one of the most
beloved science fiction novels of all time... First
published in 1895, The Time Machine won author
H.G. Wells immediate recognition and has been
regarded ever since as one of the great
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masterpieces in the literature of science fiction. It
popularized the concept of time travel and
introduced the concept of a "time machine" device
that could travel forwards and backwards through
the years. It is the story of one man’s astonishing
journey beyond the conventional limits of the
imagination. One of the most renowned works of
science fiction, The Time Machine reflects on the
adventures of The Time Traveller - a man who
constructs a machine which allows him to explore
what the future has to offer. When he courageously
steps out of his machine for the first time, he finds
himself in the year 802,701—and everything has
changed. In this unfamiliar utopian age, creatures
seem to dwell together in perfect harmony. Thinking
he can study these marvelous beings and unearth
their secret then return to his own time, he discovers
that his only avenue of escape, his invention, has
been stolen. Wells is generally credited with the
popularization of the concept of time travel by using
a vehicle that allows an operator to travel
purposefully and selectively. The term "time
machine", which was coined by Wells, is now
universally used to refer to such a vehicle. The book
has been adapted for a number of films and
elevision shows, as well as inspiring other science
fiction writers.
Two scientists devise a compound that produces
enormous plants, animals -- and humans! The
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chilling results are disastrous.
Features five science fiction novels from the author,
including "The Time Machine," "The Island of Doctor
Moreau," and "The First Men in the Moon."
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